QPP resources for small practices

CMS awarded $20 million to 11 organizations for the 1st year of a 5-year program to provide QPP training for clinicians in individual or small group practices of 15 or fewer. The AMA supported this technical assistance when MACRA was being drafted and urged the administration to award these funds. CMS will award a total of $100 million over the 5 years.

Awardees will assist practices, at no charge, with the following types of activities:

- Conveying expectations and timelines for the Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS)
- Evaluating practice readiness
- Assessing and optimizing health information technology
- Supporting change management and strategic planning

CMS resources

- Press Release: Contracts awarded to provide QPP technical assistance to small practices
- Flexibilities and support for small practices
- Podcast: MACRA issues for physicians in small practices

What to do next for QPP

- Overview
- Achieve success with the MIPS Action Plan
- Determine MIPS eligibility with CMS' tool
- Check QPP’s financial impact on your practice with AMA’s tool
- Read detailed information on QPP
- Learn more about MIPS
- Pursue APMs
- Understand how AMA is helping to ease the transition

URL: https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/medicare-medicaid/qpp-resources-small-practices
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